
Geometric	knowledge	in	the	Mundurukú		

concepts. Alternatively, such transformations
may be more difficult to detect in static images.

To assess the generality of the patterns of
difficulty of our images, we also tested Amer-
ican children and adults. An analysis of var-
iance with factors of age (children or adults)
and culture (MundurukU or American) revealed
effects of age (P G 10j6), culture (P G 10j5),
and their interaction (P 0 0.0002). As shown
in Fig. 3A, the performance of MundurukU
children and adults was identical to that of

American children, whereas the performance of
American adults was significantly higher. In-
deed, we observed a well-defined profile of
difficulty common to both cultures. Across
the 45 slides, the mean performance of the
MundurukU children correlated closely with
that of the American children (r2 0 61.8%,
P G 10j9). In this regression, the intercept and
the slope were nonsignificantly different from
0 and 1, respectively, confirming that perform-
ance was highly similar in both cultures (Fig.

3B). Furthermore, despite their vastly different
cultures and levels of schooling, MundurukU
and American adults also showed a shared
profile of difficulty (r2 0 49.4%, P G 10j7),
although American adults performed at a higher
overall level (Fig. 3C). This reproducible or-
dering of error rates does not support Piaget_s
hypothesis of a developmental and cultural
progression from topology to projective and
Euclidian geometry (10), but rather suggests
that geometrical intuition cuts across all of

Fig. 1. Performance of Mundurukú participants in a multiple-choice test
of the core concepts of geometry, rearranged in hierarchical order. In
each slide, five images instantiate a specific concept indicated below,
whereas the sixth (surrounded in red) violates it. The percentage of
participants choosing the correct intruder is shown on top of each slide.

Chance level is 16.6% correct; 28% correct corresponds to P G 0.05, and
35% correct to P G 0.001. Mean response times (in seconds) are also
indicated. For each category of concept, the averaged percentage of
correct answers is shown along with a color symbol used to refer to
individual test items in Fig. 3.
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Native	mentalese
• If	people	are	naturally	endowed	with	a		certain	set	of	

concepts,	what	are	the	concepts?	

-	A	central	question	in	conceptual	development	

• Recall	that	empiricists/behaviorists/connectionists	think	that	
there	is	one	general-purpose	learning	mechanism	for	
learning	from	experience	

-	associations,	reinforcement,	?backpropogation?	

• Rationalists/nativists/cognitivists	think	that	the	mind	has	
innate	knowledge,	including	potentially	specialized	
knowledge	about	specific	domains	

-	Folk	(intuitive)	physics,	math,	biology,	psychology…



Poverty	of	the	stimulus	arguments

• In	many	cases,	all	or	nearly	all	human	infants	draw	identical	
conclusions	from	data,	even	when…	

• …the	data	itself	does	not	imply	the	conclusions.	

• This	implies	the	infants	share	some	common	assumptions,	i.e.	
innate	knowledge.		

• This	argument	for	the	existence	of	innate	knowledge		is	called	an	
argument	from	poverty	of	the	stimulus.	

Ex.:	I	am	thinking	of	two	numbers	that	multiply	to	36.	I	ask	10	
people	to	guess	and	all	10	say	“18	x	2”.	I	conclude	they	all	share	
some	common	assumptions.	

Ex.	I	speak	to	10	infants	who	all	then	grow	up	to	share	a	
common	notion	of	noun	and	verb.	I	conclude	they	all		share	
some	innate	knowledge	of	language.	



Conceptual	development

• Conceptual	development	is	the	study	of	the	
development	of	cognition	in	infants	and	
children	

-	…via	a	combination	of	innate	knowledge	
and	learning	from	experience	

• Focus	is	on	the	nature	of	concepts	as	
revealed	by	their	developmental	trajectory	

• Often	intertwined	with	philosophical	issues	
in	the	nature	of	concepts



Folk	physics

• Objects	

-	coherent,	bounded,	not	interpenetrable,	
continuously	existing	

• Motion	

-	impetus/momentum/force	

-	gravity


